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ABSTRACT

JOHNNY H. FLAKES, III
A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF PARTNERS IN CHRIST CARING MINISTRY: A 
STUDY AT THE FOURTH STREET MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH 
Under the direction of DR. THOMAS SLATER, Ph.D

In 2002, Fourth Street Missionary Baptist Church in Columbus, GA, began an in

reach ministry called Partners in Christ Caring Ministry (PICCM). This study was 

designed to determine whether participation in the Partners In Christ Caring Ministry 

(PICCM) is due to intrinsic, altruistic behavior or whether participation is a result of 

extrinsic non-altruistic behavior, and whether these behaviors impacted the increase or 

decline in participation by the congregation in PICCM.

The study design included data collected from PICCM members’ altruistic 

behaviors and information regarding the obstacles that impeded members from 

participating in PICCM. Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected to analyze 

altruistic behavior o f individual PICCM members regarding participation. The 

methodology of the study includes descriptions of participants, ethical considerations. 

Members o f the congregation were invited to be participants in the study.

Approximately 200 PICCM members were presented with The Self-Report 

Altruism Scale. On The Self-Report Altruism Scale, PICCM respondents used a Likert 

Scale from 1-5 and selected the number that corresponded with the answer that most 

accurately described how often a particular altruistic behavior was demonstrated.



Data were entered in SPSS software. Inferential and descriptive statistics were 

used to analyze the three research questions. An ANOVA was used to analyze all three 

research questions regarding the relationship between altruistic behaviors o f PICCM 

members who have high participation in attending PICCM meetings versus PICCM 

members who have low participation in PICCM

The research failed to reject Null Hypothesis 1 with the exception of two altruistic 

behaviors regarding helping carry a stranger’s belongs. The research failed to reject Null 

Hypothesis 2 and 3, indicating that there was no significant difference in altruistic 

behaviors between PICCM members with high participation and PICCM members with 

low participation. The growth and development of PICCM will be contingent upon the 

pastor’s recommendations based on the findings of the research and effectively 

communicating these recommendations to the leaders o f the PICCM ministry.



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Fourth Street Missionary Baptist Church in Columbus, Georgia, began an in-reach 

ministry called Partners in Christ Caring Ministry (PICCM) in 2002. This ministry’s 

biblical foundation is John 13:34-35 which proposes a new commandment of special love 

for other believers based on the sacrificial love of Jesus. Jesus says, “I give you a new 

commandment: Love each other. Just as I have loved you, so you also must love each 

other” (John 13:34 CEB). Christians’ love and support for one another provide them with 

the ability to survive in a hostile world. As Jesus was the embodiment of God’s love, so 

now disciples must embody Christ’s love. This love is a demonstration of godly love to 

the world as well as to every believer. PICCM was implemented to fulfill the command of 

this scripture. The purpose is to provide small group participation, focusing on connection 

and building relationships within the congregation, which allows Christ’s love to be 

expressed throughout the congregation regardless of the size.

Although the PICCM has become the core ministry of the church, participation has 

declined in some groups within the ministry, raising concerns for the pastor and other 

leaders. These concerns include a possible lack of compassion from the congregation, the 

lack of motivation of some church members, a lack of commitment to the ministry, a sense 

of inconvience, and a lack of understanding of the instruction of John 13:34-35.

The apparent problem, the lack of participation in PICCM, has not been examined to 

determine the cause for the weakening of this ministry. This project addresses the issue by 

using surveys, observations and interviews from two groups identified as non-active and 

active members of the PICCM. The purpose of this project is to discover the cause of the

1



decline by analyzing data both quantitatively and qualitatively. This collection, hopefully, 

will lead to findings that will elucidate the reasons for the decline of participation in 

PICCM.

Historical Background

During the new millennium, the church has grown spiritually, physically, fiscally 

and numerically. At the end of 2000, there were approximately 1,000 members. Between 

2001 and 2011, the church membership grew to over 3,000 members, with approximately 

1,500 active members. The church offers two worship experiences each Sunday, which 

include a morning of praise at 7:45 a.m., contemporary worship at 10:30 a.m., and Sunday 

evening Bible study at 6:00 p.m. There is a television and live radio ministry which 

broadcast the services. Fourth Street is a multi-generational congregation and, although 

the congregation is predominately African-American, other races and ethnic groups are 

represented within the membership. The church membership is comprised of people from 

many different professions, such as physicians, lawyers, educators, custodians, cooks, 

nurses, business owners and military personnel. The members' socioeconomic statuses 

vary as well.

Fourth Street is in Columbus, Georgia, which is the county seat of Muscogee 

County. According to the 2011 census, Columbus had an estimated population of 194,107. 

The metropolitan area of Columbus, Georgia to Auburn, Alabama had an estimated 

population of 405,000 in 2009. Columbus is the third largest city and fourth largest 

metropolitan area in Georgia, and the 123rd largest city in the United States.

Columbus lies one hundred (100) miles (160 km) south of Atlanta, Georgia. Fort 

Benning, a major employer, is located south of the city in Chattahoochee County. The city



is home to museums and other tourist sites. Fourth Street is in the middle of the historic 

district of downtown Columbus and is registered as a historic site. The area is served by 

the Columbus airport. The city was ranked fourth on the top one hundred U.S. cities to 

raise a family by “Best Life” magazine.1

Problem Statement

The Ministry Project problem is to determine whether participation in the Partners In 

Christ Caring Ministry (PICCM) is due to intrinsic, altruistic behavior or whether 

participation is a result of extrinsic non-altruistic behavior, and whether these behaviors 

impacted the increase or decline in participation by the congregation in PICCM.

Biblical/Theological Foundation

Partners In Christ Caring Ministry’s theological and biblical foundation is rooted in 

John 13:34-35, along with other passages of Scripture that promote altmism, the unselfish 

concern for the welfare of others. Culpepper connects the foot washing scene with the new 

command. “The close association of love with the foot washing and Jesus’ death conveys 

the implication that Jesus was charging his disciples to love one another even if such love 

requires that they lay down their lives for the community.”2 Similarly, Lincoln writes, 

“The commandment is not new because it differs in content from . . .  the Jewish Scriptures 

(cf. Lev. 19.18) but because it forms part of the new revelation and the new order that has 

come with Jesus.” He continues, “In particular, Jesus’ love for his own (cf. 13.1) serves as 

the foundation and model for his disciples' love for one another.”3

1 "The 100 Best Places to Raise a Family/’ Best Life (2008), 40.
2 A. Culpepper, The Gospel and Letters o f John (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1998), 208.
3 A. T. Lincoln, The Gospel according to S t John (New York and London: Continuum, 2005), 388.
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This Scripture proposes that this new commandment is a special altruistic love for 

other believers based on the sacrificial love of Jesus. Christian love and support for one 

another provide Christians with the power to embody Christ’s love. This love is a true and 

genuine sign of altruism to the world as well as to every believer. The Bible does not 

explain altruism, but it relates stories that establish altruism as a social norm and lists 

commandments that require the people to practice it. In that PICCM’s theological and 

biblical foundation is rooted in John 13:34-35, other scriptures also play a key role in 

undergirding PICCM as well.

In Leviticus 23:22 (CEV) God says, “When you harvest your grain, always leave 

some of it standing around the edges of your fields and don’t pick up what falls on the 

ground. Leave it for the poor and for those foreigners who live among you. I am the Lord 

your God!” In Leviticus 25:25 (ESV) God says, “If your brother becomes poor and sells 

part of his property, then his nearest redeemer shall come and redeem what his bother has 

sold.”

In Matthew 6:2-4 (CEB) Jesus says, “Whenever you give to the poor, don’t blow 

your trumpet as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets so that they may get 

praise from people. I assure you, that’s the only reward they’ll get. But when you give to 

the poor, don’t let your left hand know what your right hand is doing so that you may give 

to the poor in secret. Your Father who sees what you do in secret will reward you.”

In Matthew 19:21 (KJV) Jesus says, “If you would be perfect, go, sell what you 

possess and give to the poor and you will have treasure in heaven.” In Matthew 22:39



(ERV) Jesus says, “And the second command is like the first: Love your neighbor the 

same as you love yourself.” In Matthew 7:12 (KJV) Jesus says, “So in everything, do to 

others as you would have them do to you.”

The aforementioned scriptures are important to PICCM’s mission because they 

provide the theological and biblical justification for what C. Daniel Batson calls "empathy 

altruism," doing something for the welfare of others without expecting anything in return. 

The mission of PICCM is to ensure the needs in the congregation are addressed with love, 

compassion, and empathy so that no one feels uncared for or alone.

These scriptures also undergird the Christology, theology, and overall mission of 

PICCM. PICCM was designed and implemented to provide opportunities for members to 

live out the scriptures in small communities, demonstrating true empathetic altruism 

toward others in the body of Christ in the spirit of love, kindness, compassion, and 

patience. There has been a decline in some groups, while other groups have grown and 

continued a consistent level of participation. This study will investigate and identify the 

differences impacting these groups.

Hypothesis

The researcher believes that the experimental variable in the communities with 

higher member participation in PICCM can be attributed to higher variable degrees of 

empathetic altruism than communities with a lower member attendance in PICCM.

Limitations

Limitations in this project thesis include researcher bias, collection of data from 

surveys solely from one congregation, and the varying lengths of time participants have
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been involved in PICCM. Many researchers state that it is difficult to scientifically study 

this process. The motivations involved are crucial but hard to observe or measure. It is 

also difficult to distinguish other motives from those that are primarily selfish.

Assumptions

The assumptions of this project thesis regarding reasons why the attendance declined in 

PICCM will likely include similar factors among different members of the group. For 

example, the lack of time due to jobs, children’s extracurricular activities or health issues 

may be the cause for some decline. Another assumption is the lack of understanding of 

intrinsic altruistic behavior and extrinsic altruistic behavior and the impact these behaviors 

may have on motives for participation.

Definitions of Terms

The following are terms used.

PICCM is the church core ministry of Fourth Street; designed to provide smaller 

group participation focusing on relationship building, connecting and building bridges 

within the congregation, allowing for Christ’s love to be expressed throughout the 

congregation, regardless of the size. Its purpose is to ensure that no one in the 

congregation feels alone, left out or feeling as if he/she has to walk through a crisis without 

help. Altruism is a motivational state with the ultimate goal of increasing another’s 

welfare.4 Egoism altruism is a motivational state with the ultimate goal of increasing 

one’s own welfare.5 Altruistic motivation is a goal directed force.6

4 C. Daniel Batson, Altruism in Humans (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 20.
5 Ibid, 20.
6 Ibid, 20.
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Empathic concern is referring to other oriented emotion elicited by and congruent with

7 Rthe perceived welfare of someone in need. ANOVA is analysis of variance.

7 Ibid, 11.
8 Rudolph N. Cardinal, Michael R.F. Aitken, ANOVA for the Behavioral Sciences Researcher 

(Cambridge: Psychology Press, 2013), 2-6.



CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This related literature review will begin with an historical background of altruism. 

Altruism is a term that has been in existence for over 150 years. Altruism may be defined 

simply as the belief or practice of selfless concern for the well-being of others. Altruism 

has influenced the fields of religion, ethical theory, economics, sociology and literature. 

The term “altruism” originated in Western Europe. Adapting it from Latin, Auguste 

Comte coined the word for his System o f Positive Polity to denote the supreme virtue in 

his religion of humanity. George Henry Lewes, Harriet Martineau, and other admirers 

spread the Frenchman’s precept in England. Many Americans became altruists, also.

The concept has also become a major topic for psychologists (especially evolutionary 

researchers), evolutionary biologists, and ethnologists. While ideas about altruism from 

one field can have an impact on other fields, the different methods and focuses of these 

fields lead to different perspectives on altruism.1

For more than a century, a fierce debate raged within the scientific community on 

the importance of blood kinship in shaping altruism in everything from animals to 

humans. This debate, which began in 1859, was extremely contentious because whoever 

was right was going to control our view of the origins of goodness. The reason is simple: 

at its heart, altruism is about incurring a personal cost in order to help others, close to

1 Auguste Comte, System o f  Positive Polity (London: Thoemmes, 2001), 340.

8
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what most of us mean by “doing good.” Thus, a theory on altruism is a theory on 

goodness.2

For long stretches of time, the role of blood kinship in shaping human and 

nonhuman altruism occupied some of the best minds in science. Four British scientists, 

Charles Robert Darwin, Thomas Henry Huxley, J. B. S. Haldane, and W. D. Hamilton, 

devoted much of their working lives to the question of kinship and altruism and how that 

obsession transformed their own lives.

In the late 1850’s, Charles Darwin addressed the issue of honey bees.

One such problem was the existence of non-reproductive, that is, sterile castes that often 

occur in insects such as bees, wasps, and ants. These workers are true altruists. In the 

first place, they do not reproduce but instead provide all sorts of resources to queens, the 

individuals who do reproduce. That alone would make them altruists, in the sense of 

incurring a personal cost that in turn benefits others. Some, but not all, sterile workers 

will also defend the hive tirelessly, if need be, with their own lives. This too constitutes 

an act of altruism, and so the sterile workers who defend the hive are, in a sense, doubly 

altruistic. And what’s more, these bees are designed differently from others in the hive. 

Differences in size and shape allow them to be particularly adept at being altruists.3

Sterile social insects were clearly a hurdle for Darwin’s theory of natural 

selection, which posited that only those traits that increased an individual’s reproductive 

success would, over subsequent generations, increase in frequency. Sterility and

2 Lee Alan Dugatkin, The Altruism Equation: Seven Scientists Search for the Origins o f Goodness 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006), ix.

3 J. Brown, Charles Darwin: The Power o f Place (New York: Knopf, 2002), 203.
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kamikaze-like hive defense would seem to be precisely the sorts of traits that natural 

selection should operate against, and Darwin knew it.4

The existence of sterile altruistic castes was an anomaly that had vexed Darwin 

since the early 1840s. His worries seem to have stemmed, at least in part, from a reading 

of Reverend William Kirby and William Spence’s textbook Introduction to Entomology, 

in which the authors argued that the incredible behaviors of sterile castes were evidence 

of the divine hand of the Creator in motion. It is hard to overemphasize just how 

concerned Darwin was about the problem of sterile animals that helped others through 

their acts of altruism. That was simply not the way he envisioned natural selection 

operating, and at times, the problem of the sterile altruists would, as he himself noted, 

drive him “half mad.”5

So frustrated was he that in the Origin, Darwin summarized the whole topic of 

sterile castes as “one special difficulty, which at first appeared to me to be insuperable, 

and actually fatal to the whole theory.”6 Over the course of many years Darwin tinkered 

with a number of hypotheses that might reconcile the altruistic caste problem, a problem 

that centered on insects but had implications for any behavior that involved helping 

others at a cost to self with his theory of natural selection. In the end, he speculated on 

how blood kinship might solve the problem of sterile altruistic insects. A century later 

these ideas would be formalized through an equation that would be called “Hamilton’s 

rule,” an equation that would revolutionize the field of evolution and behavior, but the 

seeds of which were laid in the Origin.1

4 Dugatkin, Altruism, 2.
5 Ibid, 5-6.
6 Ibid, 6.
7 Ibid, 6.
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Eventually, it solved the puzzle of blood kinship and altruism in the form of a 

mathematical equation developed by William D. Hamilton. Hamilton came onto the 

stage in the 1960’s, using the cost benefit perspective we most often associate with 

economists, along with a deep understanding of how evolution operates, precisely laid 

out in a simple mathematical model explaining why individuals treat blood kin in such a 

special way. Although it took more than a decade for the implications of his work to take 

hold, Hamilton’s model on altmism and blood kinship eventually led to a mle that bears 

his name.8

Hamilton published his first scientific article, “The Evolution of Altruistic 

Behaviour,” in 1963.9 He opened this three-page paper with a statement that would later 

become the war cry of sociobiology: “It is generally accepted that the behaviour 

characteristic of a species is just as much the product of evolution as the morphology.”10 

But, as Hamilton quickly added, there are some kinds of behavior that could not easily be 

explained by classic evolutionary thinking, “in particular, any case where an animal 

behaves in such a way as to promote the advantages of other members of the species not 

its direct descendants at the expense of its own.”11 He quickly dismissed any arguments 

that altmism evolved to preserve entire species “as unsupported by mathematical 

models”12 and then laid out for the first time his own model of blood kinship and the 

evolution of altmism.

Hamilton asked the reader to imagine a pair of genes, gene G, which codes for

altmism, and gene g, which does not. Gene G codes for an act that entails a cost to the

8 W.D. Hamilton, Narrow Roods o f Gene Land: The Collected Papers o/W.D. Hamilton, Vol. 2 
(Oxford: W.H. Freeman, 1996), viii-ix.

9 W.D. Hamilton, "The Evolution of Altruistic Behavior,” American Naturalist. 97 (1963): 354.
10 Ibid, 354.
11 Ibid, 354.
12 Ibid, 354.
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actor but a benefit to others, while g codes for no such action, standard models of natural 

selection at the level of the individual the sorts of models that Fisher had so eloquently 

developed in his book and in his “fundamental theorem of natural selection” failed to 

account for the evolution of G. Under standard models, G is always at a selective 

disadvantage compared with g and hence should never increase in frequency. Hamilton 

argued if the effects of kinship were added to the standard model creating a more 

“inclusive” model, altruism could evolve. To build his more inclusive model, Hamilton 

used Sewall Wright’s “coefficient of relationship,” r, as his measure of genetic 

relatedness. The power of Wright’s coefficient was that it was a continuous variable that 

ranged from 0 tol. No longer would it be necessary to speak about the evolution of 

altruism between any specific set of kin (parents and offspring, siblings, etc.). With r as a 

variable any degree of relatedness of zero would be covered.13

Next, Hamilton added in the costs and benefits of altruism to his model. To see 

how this works, think of the benefit that a recipient of an altruistic act obtains as the 

variable “b,” and the cost paid by an altruist as “c”. Imagine an altruist who brings food 

back to its baby brothers and sisters. In such a case, the benefit might be an extra chick 

surviving in the nest of an altruistic bird, while the cost might entail an increased risk of 

death for the altruist. The power of creating two variables to cover the cost and benefit of 

altruism lay not in the way that these variables applied to any specific case. Instead, the 

importance of adding b and c to his model was that it allowed Hamilton to take an 

economic approach to how natural selection might maximize fitness and still allow for 

the evolution of altruism.14

13Hamilton, Narrow Roads, 542.
14 Ibid, 543.
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In Hamilton’s model, natural selection favors the gene for altruism whenever r x b 

> c. This equation has become known as Hamilton’s rule and it consists of the following: 

If a gene for altruism is to evolve, then the cost (c) of altmism must somehow be 

balanced by compensating benefits to the altmist. In Hamilton’s model, the cost is 

balanced by benefits (b) accrued by blood relatives of the altmist because relatives may 

carry the gene of altmism as well. But relatives have only some probability (r) of 

carrying the gene in question, and so the benefits received must be devalued by that 

probability. Phrased in the cold language of natural selection, Hamilton’s mle recognizes 

that a gene for altmism can spread if it helps copies of itself residing in blood kin. The 

engine of goodness, it suggests, lies in the family unit.15

Part of the power of Hamilton’s equation r x b > c stems from the fact that it 

incorporated so many of the concepts that Allee, Haldane, Fisher, and Wright had 

discussed but not explicitly quantified. In fact, in a show of reverence to the founders of 

population genetics, there are only four references made in all of “The Evolution of 

Altmistic Behaviour”: two to Haldane one to Fisher and one to Wright.16

Hamilton’s equation quantified the ideas that Fisher and Haldane had only talked 

about which was the role of kinship in the evolution of altmism, which would have 

pleased Darwin. Although Hamilton’s mle was first formulated for the case in which an 

altmist helps a single relative, because of the economic nature of the model, it can easily 

be modified to examine a single altmistic act that has effects on many blood relatives 

simultaneously.17

15 Ibid, 543.
16Hamilton, Evolution, 354.
17 Ibid, 354.
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“The Evolution of Altruistic Behaviour” was almost immediately eclipsed by

another pair of Hamilton publications a year later in 1964. Although the original paper

introduced evolutionary biologists to what would be called Hamilton’s mle, it was

lacking in two important areas. First, the model was mathematically simple.

Evolutionary biologists, like most scientists, tend to prefer complicated models, the

underlying assumption being that the more complicated the theory, the more important it

must be. Hamilton himself “realized from common experience that university people

sometimes don’t react well to common sense, and in any case most of them listened to it

1 $2harder if you first intimidate them with equations.” Second, the 1963 paper lacked 

empirical examples of Hamilton’s rule at work in nature. In fact, it did not contain a 

single example of how to use r x b > c to explain a case of altruism in the wild. Hamilton 

knew that there were deficits in the work. In fact, long before he wrote it, he had been 

working on a very long and detailed article entitled “The Genetical Evolution of Social 

Behavior.” By splitting the study into two parts, Hamilton was able to explicitly develop 

a more detailed mathematical model (part 1), and to discuss empirical work relating to 

altruism and kinship (part 2). The first paper used a heuristic tool mastered by Darwin.

In preparing the reader for his radical theory on evolution by natural selection, Darwin 

chose to open by introducing a subject with which the reader was very familiar, artificial 

selection. Darwin then demonstrated that the same forces that govern artificial selection 

govern what he called “natural selection.” Fair minded readers were forced to admit that

18 Ibid, 354.
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if they accepted the familiar process (artificial selection), there was no logical basis on 

which to deny Darwin’s new process (natural selection).19

Hamilton began with parental care in animals. To explain the evolution of 

parental care, Hamilton argued that parents help their offspring because offspring and 

parents share an r value of 0.5. This sort of explanation, although not usually cast in 

explicit genetic terms, was implicit in most work on parental care and would have struck 

readers as more than reasonable. Immediately following his explanation of parental care, 

he noted “there is nothing special about the parent-offspring relationship except its close 

degree. The full sib relationship is just as close [r = 0.5]. Similarly, the half sib 

relationship is equivalent to that of grandparent and grandchild with the expectation of 

replica genes, standing at one quarter and so on.” Because of this, Hamilton argued that 

kinship based altruism need not be restricted to the case of parents and offspring; instead, 

what was needed was a continuous measure of relatedness (r). If readers found 

Hamilton’s explanation of parental care reasonable, they were forced to admit that 

Hamilton’s argument about dispensing aid to more distant relatives was equally sound.21

After introducing the reader to kin biased altmism, the primary function of part 1 

of the Journal o f Theoretical Biology paper was to provide a detailed mathematical 

model for the evolution of altmism. Hamilton began this process by taking a somewhat 

different approach to modeling altmism and kinship than what he had adopted in the 

American Naturalist paper. Rather than beginning by addressing whether a trait for 

altmism can spread as a function of kinship, Hamilton started this model by expanding

19 W.D. Hamilton, "The Genetical Evolution of Social Behaviour, I and II,” Journal of 
Theoretical Biology, 7(1964): 2.

20 Ibid, 2.
21 Ibid, 2.
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the classic definition of fitness. Before Hamilton, evolutionary biologists typically 

defined fitness as an individual’s lifetime reproductive success. If you want to predict 

whether natural selection will favor gene la  over gene lb, you examine the effect of these 

different genes on fitness; whichever gene has the greatest positive effect will then be 

favored by selection. Hamilton expanded this view to take a more direct “gene’s eye 

perspective” on fitness, an approach championed a decade later by Richard Dawkins. 

Rather than simply counting up the number of offsprings an individual produces in his or 

her lifetime, Hamilton argued that what really matters is how many copies of that gene 

make it into the next generation. To show all this mathematically, Hamilton takes the 

readers on a journey through page upon page of complicated algebraic equations, 

calculus, and statistics in which he slowly substitutes back in the r, b, and c terms used in 

his earlier paper. At the end of part 1 of “The Genetic Theory of Social Behavior,” all the 

mathematics lead the reader straight back to r x b >c, Hamilton’s rule. Evolutionary 

biologists and animal behaviorists had never seen anything like what Hamilton had done, 

and so he felt obliged to open part 2 with a verbal summary of the mathematics in part 1. 

“In the hope that it may provide a useful summary,” Hamilton wrote, “we therefore 

hazard the following generalized unrigourous statement of the main principle that has 

emerged from the model. The social behavior of a species evolves in such a way that in 

each distinct behavior evoking situation the individual will seem to value his neighbors’ 

fitness against his own according to the coefficients of relationship (r) appropriate to that 

situation.”22 Once a mathematical and a verbal description of his ideas were presented,

22 Ibid, 4.
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Hamilton speculated on how these ideas might shed light on a specific overview of 

altruism in nature.23

He began his empirical overview of altruism (part 2) with a discussion of 

“thumping” behavior in rabbits. If a rabbit sees a predator, it often thumps its back legs 

and raises its tail. While raising its tail, the rabbit flashes a white underside that warns 

other rabbits in the vicinity that a predator has been sighted. Those rabbits who see the 

warning signal respond by heading for cover. But why should any rabbit thump in the 

first place? Flashing a white patch and making lots of noise thumping must make the 

thumping individual the most obvious thing for yards around. Why pay such a high cost 

to help others? Hamilton argued that the key to unlocking this riddle was that those 

rabbits warned of the impending danger were not just a random sample of the population, 

but the thumper’s blood relatives. From the perspective of inclusive fitness, the cost to 

the individual thumper is exceeded by the benefits accrued by its blood kin.24

If, as Hamilton’s theory suggests, helping blood relatives increases an individual’s 

inclusive fitness, then altruism toward kin should be particularly forthcoming from 

individuals in their post-reproductive years. “The behavior of a post-reproductive 

animal,” Hamilton argued, may be expected to be entirely altruistic,” since aiding even 

distant relatives provides some inclusive benefits the only fitness benefits post- 

reproductive individuals can accrue.25

As one of the preeminent British scientists of the nineteenth century, Thomas 

Henry Huxley was no stranger to controversies surrounding evolution: one of his 

admitted occupations was to engage in “an endless series of battles and skirmishes over

23 ibid, 8.
24 Ibid, 21.
25 ibid, 21.
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evolution.”26 The beauty of Huxley’s view is how straightforward it is. The reader is left 

with no sense of ambiguity when it comes to Professor Huxley’s version of evolution, 

altruism, and blood kinship. In 1888, Huxley wrote that there was but one respite from 

nature’s carnage, and that lay in “the relations of the family” in blood kinship. As 

Huxley saw things, it was only among family members that the dog-eat-dog rules that 

apply elsewhere in nature were relaxed and the observer might see acts of goodness.

Such goodness was never to be taken for granted, even among blood kin; but if it were to 

be found anywhere, that is where one should be looking.27

In this essay, Huxley employed the gladiator metaphor literally to describe his 

view of nature. Huxley warned his readers to “understand, once and for all, that the 

ethical progress of society depends, not on imitating the cosmic process [evolution], still 

less in running away from it, but in combating it.”28 For Huxley, carnage was the result 

of the struggle for existence, the family unit being the one place where the occasional 

altruistic act might be expected. This was not a model for human society, and Huxley 

vehemently separated our “wild zoological nature from our ethical existence.”29

Nature was neither moral nor immoral for Huxley, but rather amoral, demanding 

“nothing but a fair field and free play for her darling the strongest.”30 In the natural 

world, no moral judgment is to be made between the victors and the vanquished. The 

deer killed by the wolf is no nobler than the wolf that slaughters it; both were designed to 

be what they are, and certainly neither was altruistic. Huxley did not turn to Mother

Nature for answers about human morality. He put the onus on Homo sapiens themselves.

26 Ibid, 21.
27 A. Desmond, Huxley: From Devil's Discipline to Evolution’s High Priest (New York: Addison 

Wesley, 1994), 3.
28 Ibid, 3.
29 Ibid, 3.
30 Ibid, 3.
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Huxley viewed humanity’s evolutionary past as nothing to be proud or ashamed of, for 

Homo sapiens, like all species, simply “floundered amid the general stream of evolution, 

keeping its head above water as it best might, and thinking neither of whence or
O i

whither.” The reason was simple: humankind, like all other species, if left to its 

predispositions, was caught in an evolutionary trap, multiplying more quickly than its 

resources. In Huxley’s England alone, “about every hundred seconds, or so, a new 

claimant to a share in the common stock or maintenance presents him or herself among 

us.”32 This inevitably leads to competition and the struggle for existence; once these are 

in play, it remains just a matter of time before the gladiator show begins. The natural 

world held little space for altruism. However, if humanity tried to escape its place in the 

animal kingdom, there was always hope that we might found a kingdom governed by the 

principle of moral evolution. Without such an escape, for Huxley, altruism would remain 

a family affair, and only a family affair.33

Looking back at Huxley’s position on altruism and its relation to blood kinship, it 

is difficult to assess whether the evidence of the day supported his contention or not; he 

presented the reader with no such evidence to judge, except for emphasizing the well- 

known fact that parents even in the animal world were generally altruistic toward their 

offspring, providing them with resources at a cost to themselves. Instead, Huxley seems 

to have reached his conclusions about altruism and kinship based on how natural

31 T.H. Huxley, "The Struggle for Existence: A Programme,” Nineteenth Century, 23 (1888):
167.

32 Ibid, 165.
33 Ibid, 168.
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selection had to operate, and equally, if not more importantly, on both his life experiences 

and on the work of one of his favorite philosophers, Thomas Malthus.34

For Malthus, the principle of population led to misery and vice in humans. This 

was the inevitable consequence of limited resources for populations that grow quickly.

He held a pessimistic view of human societies. It was difficult for Malthus to imagine
■jr

how any type of altruism, kin based or not, was possible in such societies.

Peter A. Kropotkin saw altruism at every turn in nature, and he believed such 

behaviors had nothing to do with family relations and blood kinship. Indeed, in short 

order, Kropotkin is penning articles and books, pleading with his readers. “Don’t 

compete! Competition is always injurious to the species, and you have plenty of 

resources to avoid it. That watchword comes to us from the bush, the forest, the river, the 

ocean. That is what Nature teaches us; and that is what all those animals which have 

attained the highest position in their respective classes have done.”36

So begins the first battle in a century-long war on the question of altruism and 

cooperation and their ties with blood kinship. Although this war would eventually be 

resolved via equations and empirical evidence, it started with Huxley and Kropotkin, two 

people with diametrically opposed political and philosophical worldviews. For 

Kropotkin, and what has been called the Russian school of evolutionary biology, Thomas 

Malthus was nothing short of a villain who had been co-opted to promote the misguided 

view of evolution that people like Huxley championed.37

34 Thomas Malthus, An Essay on the Principle o f  Population, ed. Godwin, M. Condurcet and 
others.(London: J. Johnson in St. Paul’s Church-Yard, 1798).

35 Huxley, Existence, 168.
36 Ibid, 168.
37 Ibid, 168.



Kropotkin and his Russian colleagues and Huxley and his English colleagues 

differed sharply over how to best interpret the ideas of Darwin and Malthus, particularly 

in terms of what these theories meant for altruism and kinship. Within the Russian 

scientific community that was home to Kropotkin, the solution to the problem of 

Darwin’s tie to Malthus was to admit that the link existed, but to claim that it was far 

overblown, that Darwin’s ideas worked perfectly well without the Malthusian 

component. In addition, when they separated Malthus from Darwin, the Russian school 

discovered what they called “mutual aid,” that is, altruism and cooperation and lots of it. 

And all that altruism and cooperation had little, if anything, to do with family relations 

and blood kinship. In Siberia, Kropotkin observed what appeared to be altmism and 

cooperation among both animals and peasants of the region at every turn. Animals united 

to protect themselves against the harsh realities of life in the far north and in the process 

helped one another in the absence of blood kinship of any sort. As far as Kropotkin could 

tell, almost none of this cooperation and altruism was linked to blood kinship and family 

life.38

Today, much of what he called mutual aid would not be considered cooperation or 

altruistic by those studying evolution and behavior. Cooperation and altruistic acts are 

typically defined in modern-day evolutionary biology as behaviors that benefit others but 

entail a cost to the individual performing them. For Kropotkin, almost every sort of 

action involving members of the same species, with the possible exception of aggression, 

constituted altruism.39

38 P. A. Kropotkin, Mutual Aid (New York: Black and Rose Books, 1989), 75.
39 Dugatkin, Altruism Equation, 28.
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In the early 1920s, American ecologist Warder Clyde Allee picked up where 

Kropotkin left off, only Allee was an experimentalist to the core. Like Kropotkin, Allee 

believed that altruism and cooperation lay at the heart of social behavior in nonhumans 

and humans, and that this cooperation was divorced completely from blood kinship.

Over the next thirty years, Allee would write extensively on what he referred to as 

“cooperation.” Just as Kropotkin’s “mutual aid” was a catch-all phrase for what we 

would now call altruism, so did “cooperation” operate for Allee. Allee’s “cooperation” 

encompassed behaviors involving a cost to self in order to benefit others, but it also 

included other behaviors that involved helping others while in the course of helping 

oneself. Allee did not cast his work on cooperation in terms of evolution by natural 

selection, but instead he thought in terms of how environment shapes behavior.40

Allee became obsessed with creating a cooperative world, a world that did not 

have evolutionary biology as one of its cornerstones. He rejected the social Darwinism 

and refused at first to take the chance that his research might be sullied by any association 

with this sort of thinking. For Allee the scientist and Allee the Quaker, ecology and 

environment alone would suffice in explaining and promoting cooperative behavior. He 

found it not only unnecessary to invoke evolution, but he intentionally steered away from 

it. Allee was clear that he wanted to develop a grand theory of cooperation among 

unrelated individuals, a theory that could be used to explain and promote cooperation in 

our species. If he could show that simple creatures were constantly helping each other in 

the absence of blood kinship, this would surely strengthen his scientific claim that such 

cooperation operated virtually everywhere that life existed. From the sociopolitical 

perspective, Allee, like Kropotkin, believed that if cooperation without kinship could be

40 Dugatkin, Altruism Equation, 41.
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proved ubiquitous in nonhumans, then humans, with their moral capacities, could do it, 

to o 41

C. Daniel Batson is an experimental social psychologist. He received his Ph.D. in 

Psychology from Princeton University in 1972 and then taught at the University of 

Kansas until his retirement in 2008. For over 30 years, his research has focused on the 

existence of altruistic motivation and on its antecedents and consequences. He has 

published well over a hundred research articles and chapters on these topics. The 

existence of altruism has been debated, often hotly, for centuries. C. Daniel Batson 

wished to make a case that altruism does exist in humans.42

Empathic concern produces altruistic motivation. This is the empathy-altruism 

hypothesis, the central proposition of the present theory. The term empathic emotion 

refers to other oriented emotions elicited by and congruent with the perceived welfare of 

someone else. The idea that as empathic concern increases the tendency to help also 

increases is certainly not new. Nor is it controversial. It is a claim that has been heard at 

least since the thirteenth century, when Thomas Aquinas suggested that “mercy is 

heartfelt sympathy for another’s distress, impelling us to succor him if we can.” Over the 

past fifty years, psychological research has produced much empirical evidence that as 

empathic concern increases, helping increases.43

Providing initial evidence, Aronfreed and Paskal and Aderman and Berkowitz 

each set up experimental conditions designed to encourage or inhibit empathic concern 

for a person in need. Participants were then given an opportunity to help. In the 

Aronfreed and Paskal study, they could help the person in need; in the Aderman and

41 Ibid, 47-49.
42 C. Daniel Batson, Altruism in Humans (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 3.
43 Ibid, 11, 65-66.
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Berkowitz study, they could help someone else (the experiment). In each study, more 

helping occurred in the experimental conditions designed to encourage emphatic concern, 

and both pairs of authors concluded that increased empathy led to increased helping. 

However, this conclusion is in doubt for the Aderman and Berkowitz study, given that the 

person helped was not the same as the person for whom empathy was induced. In that 

study the instructions may have increased helping not because they increased empathy, 

but because they made helping norms more salient, leading to a greater sense of 

obligation to help.44

Cultural Studies on Altruism 

Dennis Krebs conducted an experiment to test whether empathic concerns 

increase helping. In his experiment, male participants observed another young man 

undergo positive (reward) and negative (shock) experiences. Krebs measured 

participants’ physiological arousal (assessed by skin conductance, vasoconstriction, and 

heart rate), self-reports of empathy, and helping. He found that a high-empathy condition 

(in which the young man was [a] similar to the participant and [b] undergoing the 

negative experience) created the greatest physiological arousal (most clearly on skin 

conductance), the highest self-reports of empathic emotions, and the most help.45 Krebs 

demonstrated that both empathic concern and helping occurred under the same 

circumstances and were correlated, but it did not demonstrate that the empathic concern 

caused the helping. A study by Harris and Huang provided evidence that the emotional 

arousal evoked by seeing someone in need can play a causal role.46

44 Ibid, 66.
45 Ibid, 66.
46 Ibid, 66.
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Harris and Huang used a mis attribution of arousal procedure to test for causation. 

While research participants were performing a mathematics task, a confederate with 

bandaged knee limped into the experimental room, tripped over a chair, fell to the floor, 

and cried out in pain. Some participants were induced to misattribute any emotional 

arousal they felt while witnessing this incident to aversive noise being broadcast during 

the math task; others were not. Harris and Huang based their predictions on Schachter’s 

two-factor theory of emotion, which states that in order for an emotion to be experienced 

a person must (a) have physiological arousal and (b) cognitively label the arousal as 

reflecting that emotion. Harris and Huang reasoned that if experiencing empathic 

concerns increase helping, then the emotional arousal produced by seeing the person fall 

should increase helping only when attributed to the victim’s plight. As predicted, 

participants induced to misattribute their arousal to the aversive noise offered less help to 

the confederate than did those not so induced.47

Unfortunately, it was not clear that the emotional arousal experienced by 

participates in the Harris and Huang study was empathic concern. The confederate’s fall 

may have led participants to experience feelings of upset, anxiety, or other forms of 

personal distress, which they then sought to reduce by helping 48

Coke, Batson, and McDavis, using a misattribution of arousal procedure similar to 

the one used by Harris and Huang, provided clearer evidence that empathic concern 

increases helping. They had undergraduates listen to a taped radio newscast (actually 

fictitious) that presented the situation of a college senior, Katie Banks. Katie’s parents 

and a sister had recently been killed in an automobile accident. Her parents did not have

47 Ibid, 66-67.
48 Ibid, 67.
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life insurance, and she was struggling to support her surviving younger brother and sister 

while finishing her last year of college. Katie needed money badly, but she also needed 

transportation to the grocery store and laundry, and sitters to stay with her younger 

brother and sister while she attended her two night classes. The announcer then 

interviewed Katie. In a grief-stricken voice, she explained that her primary concern was 

to graduate so that she could get a job that would enable her to support her younger 

brother and sister. Without a good job, she would have to give them up for adoption. 

Employing Stotland’s technique for manipulating empathy through perspective-taking 

instructions, Coke had participants either imagine how Katie felt about her situation 

(imagine-other condition) or observe the broadcasting techniques used to make the 

newscast impactful (observe condition).49

Shortly before they heard the newscast, participants ingested a capsule in the 

context of another experiment. Ostensibly, the capsule contained the drug Norephren. (It 

was actually a placebo). All participants were told that Norephren had a side-effect. Half 

were told that it would cause them to feel relaxed (relaxation-side-effect condition); the 

rest, told that it would cause them to feel aroused (arousal-side-effect condition). After 

hearing the newscast, all participants were unexpectly given an opportunity to help Katie 

by offering to run errands, sit with her brother and sister while she attended her classes, 

and so on.50

Consistent with what was said about perspective by Coke reasoned that imagining 

how Katie felt about her situation would increase empathic concern for her because she 

was clearly in need, participants in the imagine condition should be more empathically

49 Ibid, 67.
50 Ibid, 67.
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aroused than participants in the observe condition. However, participants in the 

imagine/arousal-side-effect cell would have a salient alternative explanation for this 

arousal. Only participants in the imagine/relaxation-side-effect cell should both 

experience empathic arousal and label the arousal as a response to Katie’s plight. Only 

participants in the imagine/relaxation-side-effect cell should experience empathic 

concern.51 Participants in the imagine relaxation-side-effect cell offered significantly 

more help to Katie than did participants in any of the other three cells. Perception of 

need did not differ across the four cells; it was consistently high.52

Coke used a different strategy to manipulate empathic concern. He artificially 

increased perceived empathic arousal by providing false physiological-arousal feedback 

to participants listening to a fictitious radio broadcast. The need situation presented in 

the broadcast was designed to be intrinsically unarousing. A graduate student in 

Education was having difficulty finding volunteers to participant in her master’s thesis 

research because she could offer neither payment nor course credit. All participants were 

instructed while listening to the broadcast to imagine how the graduate student felt about 

her situation (i.e., an imagine other perspective). As they listened, some participants 

received false galvanic skin response (GSR) feedback indicating that they were not 

aroused (low-arousal condition); others received false feedback indicating that they were 

highly aroused (high-arousal condition). All participants were then unexpectedly given 

an opportunity to help the graduate student by volunteering to take part in her research. 

Prior to this opportunity to help, participants were asked to indicate the degree to which 

they had experienced a number of emotions while listening to the broadcast, including

51 Ibid, 68.
52 Ibid, 68.
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empathic emotions. Compared to participants in the low arousal condition, participants 

in the high-arousal condition (a) reported that they felt more empathic concern while 

listening to the broadcast, and (b) helped the graduate student more. A path analysis 

indicated that the effect of the false-feedback manipulation on helping was mediated by 

the self-reported empathic concern (i.e., feeling empathic, concerned, warm, softhearted,

C ”>

and compassionate), not by feelings of personal distress.

Wright, Shaw, and Jones used cardiovascular response to assess the intensity of 

motivation to help evoked by empathic concern. Adapting Coke, participants listened to 

the taped radio newscast about Katie Banks while either imagining how Katie (imagine- 

other condition) or observing the broadcast techniques used to make the newscast 

impactful (observe condition). Afterward, participants learned that they would perform a 

memory task, and if they succeeded on the task, $5 would be donated to a fund 

established to help Katie. Some participants were led to believe that the money task was 

easy; others, that it was difficult. Measures of cardiovascular response (Most relevant, 

systolic blood pressure SBP were taken as participants were waiting to begin the memory 

task. (Participants never actually performed the task).54

Based on the assumption that (a) perspective taking increases empathic concern 

for a person clearly in need and (b) empathic concern increases motivation to help,

Wright made the following predictions: First, participants in the imagine other condition 

should show more SBP increase (relative to baseline) when the memory task was difficult

53 Ibid, 68.
54 Ibid, 69.
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than when it was easy. Induced to feel empathic concern and, therefore, motivated to 

help, these participants should mobilize whatever energy was needed to do so.55

Second, participants in the observed condition, feeling little empathic concern and 

less motivated to help, should show little SBP increase regardless of the difficulty of 

helping. Results matched these predictions. SBP increase was significantly higher in the 

imagine other/difficult task cell than in each of the other three cells. These results seem 

quite consistent with the idea that empathic concern increases motivation to help. 

However, some doubt is cast on interpretation of the results of this experiment because 

reported empathic concern for Katie was relatively high in all cells, including the two 

observe cells. Wright suggested that their self-report measure of empathic concern may 

have been insensitive, but they could not fully rule out the possibility that their 

perspective taking manipulation of empathy was unsuccessful.56

Dovidio led a team experiment that showed that inducing empathic concern does 

not simply activate a general inclination to help; it increases the motivation to help 

relieve the specific need for which empathy is felt. Using a perspective taking 

manipulation much like the one used by Coke and others, Dovidio first successfully 

induced either low or high empathic concern for Tracy, a young woman with one of two 

specific problems: (a) recruiting students to help with her senior honors project or (b) 

finding volunteers to help gather information for a university committee. Participants in 

the experiment were then informed that Tracy had the other problem as well, but there 

was no induction of empathy for the second problem. Next, half of the participants in 

each empathy condition were given a chance to help Tracy with the first problem, the one

55 Ibid, 69
56 Ibid, 69.
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for which empathic concern had been induced, whereas the other half were given the 

chance to help her with the second problem.57

Regardless of the problem for which empathy had been induced (honors project; 

university committee), results were the same. Among participants given a chance to help 

with that problem, those in the high-empathy condition were more likely to help than 

those in the low-empathy condition. Among participants given a chance to help with the 

second problem, those in the high-empathy condition were no more likely to help than 

those in the low-empathy condition. Thus, results supported the idea that the increased 

helping evoked by empathic concern is not a product of a general impulse to be good, 

moral, or nice; it is the product of a specific impulse to relieve the need for which 

empathy is felt.

Although the effect of empathic concern on helping seems to be need-specific, it 

can generalize, increasing helping of other individuals with the same or a similar need. 

Oswald demonstrated such generalization in a sample of ethnically diverse, adult evening 

school students in the U.S.58

The combined evidence from these studies indicates that there is indeed empathy 

toward a helping relationship. Feeling empathic concern for a person in need increases 

the likelihood of helping relieve that need. Reviews by Davis in 1994 suggest that 

empathy is a motivator in assisting those in need.59 Previously in 1987 Eisenberg and

57 Ibid, 69-70.
58 Ibid, 70.
59 M. H. Davis, Empathy (Madison, WI: Brown & Benchmark, 1994), 6.
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Miller reached the same conclusion.60 This evidence may seem to provide support for the 

empathy-altruism hypothesis.61

When we turn to the empirical evidence concerning the relationship of 

religion to caring for others in need, we find there is relatively little of it. There 

would seem to be two historical reasons for this. First, early psychologists 

devoted most of their efforts to trying to understand and overcome problems in 

living neurosis, psychosis, learning dysfunctions, and antisocial behavior. A 

second reason is that many early psychologists shared Freud’s negative view of 

religion; they believed that it had a pernicious influence on the human spirit and 

that this influence should be exposed. Such a belief led them to look for evidence 

of negative rather than positive effects of religion, and as the research 

summarized they had little difficulty finding it. The negative evidence was so 

strong that psychologists more sympathetic to religion found themselves 

preoccupied with rebutting it; the hypothesis that religion increases concern for 

others was seldom even entertained. But this seems to be changing. In his 

presidential address to the American Psychological Association, Donald 

Campbell suggested that religion is important to society because it inculcates 

more stringent moral standards, leading individuals to think not only of their own 

needs but also the needs of others.62 Campbell was not the first president to 

suggest such a view. In his Farewell Address in 1797 George Washington 

declared,

60 N. Eisenberg and P. A. Miller, "Empathy and Prosocial Behavior," Psychological Bulletin 
101, (1987]: 91-119.

61 Batson, Altruism in Humans, 70.
62 C. Daniel Batson, Religion and The Individual (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982],

335.
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Religion and morality are indispensable supports.... These great pillars of human 
happiness [are the] firmest props of the duties of men and citizens.... And let us 
with caution indulge the supposition that morality can be maintained without 
religion.63

There are two steps in the argument proposed by Campbell: (1) Religion 

inculcates more stringent moral standards; and (2) as a result, it leads people to 

act with more concern for others. Such an argument is both plausible and 

popular, but is it sound? To answer this question, we need to examine the 

empirical evidence for each step. This strongly suggests that being more religious 

does seem to lead a person to adhere to more stringent moral standards. Those 

who are more involved in religion more strongly espouse values that involve 

curbing personal desire and benefit in order to benefit others and society at 

large.64

The second qualification concerns the nature of the moral standards that 

the more religious adopt. If we look closely at the evidence, an interesting pattern 

emerges. The study by Eisenberg-Berg and Roth suggests that young children 

with religious training give more other-oriented and fewer self-centered reasons 

for helping. The study by Boehm suggests that children in Catholic schools are 

more sophisticated earlier in their thinking about moral issues than children in 

state schools. But the study by Haan, Smith, and Block suggested that religious 

young adults are more likely to appeal to the conventional standards of society 

than to internalized moral principles when justifying their moral decisions.65

63 Ibid, 331.
«* Ibid, 335.
65 Ibid, 335.
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Relating these three findings to Lawrence Kohlberg’s stage model of 

moral development, it appears that religion first stimulates and then inhibits moral 

thinking. Given that religion appears successful in inculcating more stringent 

moral standards, what about the second step in the argument? Do the faithful 

actually practice what they preach; do they show more loving concern for those in 

need? The fifteen findings from fourteen studies summarized provide data 

relevant to this question. In each study, some measure of religious involvement 

was associated with some measure of compassionate helping of those in need.66

66 Ibid, 335-338.



CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study is to determine whether participation in Partners 

In Christ Caring Ministry (PICCM) is due to intrinsic, altruistic behaviors or whether 

participation is a result of extrinsic non-altruistic behaviors and whether these 

behaviors impact the increase or decline in participation by the congregation. Three 

categories of altruistic behaviors will be compared to PICCM members with high 

participation and PICCM members with low participation. These areas are (1) 

helping strangers, (2) giving money to charities and (3) making donations and 

volunteering.

This study was conducted in the western geographic region of Georgia. 

Altruistic behaviors were measured among members of the Fourth Street Missionary 

Baptist Church in Columbus, Georgia. Data on the altruistic behaviors of members 

of PICCM with high and low participation were collected. Three research questions 

regarding altruistic behavior and PICCM participation were posed. PICCM 

members were surveyed regarding their tendencies in potential altruistic behavioral 

situations. The survey allowed members to indicate the frequency they demonstrated 

a particular scenario that would require an intrinsic altruistic behavior. An open- 

ended question was also given to allow PICCM members to give an indication of any 

obstacle that hindered their participation.

Research Design

The study design was developed to include data collection of PICCM 

members’ altruistic behaviors and information regarding the obstacles that impeded

34
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members from participating in PICCM. Both quantitative and qualitative data were 

collected to analyze altruistic behavior of individual PICCM members regarding 

participation. The methodology of the study includes descriptions of participants, 

ethical considerations, research design and data analyses.

Members of the congregation were invited to be participants in the study. 

One hundred sixty-eight members of PICCM participated in the study. These 

members were active members on the church roster and were assigned to one of the 

fourteen PICCM communities. The fourteen PICCM communities are Abraham, 

Asher, Benjamin, Dan, Gad, Issachar, Joseph, Judah, Levi, Manasseh, Naphtali, 

Reuben, Simeon and Zebulon. Members from the Manasseh community were not 

selected because they were under the age of eighteen. Therefore, members were 

selected from the thirteen communities to participate in the study. Also, persons who 

have been members for less than one year were eliminated from the study because 

they have not been in the congregation long enough to establish a frame of reference. 

PICCM members represented the different communities, various age groups and 

genders.

A research proposal was submitted to the University’s Institutional Review 

Board (DR.B) and approval was received (Appendix A). Permission was granted from 

the Pastor’s Cabinet, and Trustees’ ministry. A letter was given to each participant 

explaining the purpose of the study and the role of the participant (Appendix B). An 

informed consent form was received from each participant prior to conducting the 

survey (Appendix C). All forms were completed and signed prior to the survey 

process and were kept in a locked vault until the completion of this study.
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Due to the researcher’s position as pastor, it was important to protect against 

any biases throughout the study. The researcher was careful to minimize bias when 

reviewing the PICCM survey responses, relating it only to the church involved in 

this study.

The Self-Report Altruism Scale was to measure the frequency of altruistic 

behaviors. The Self-Report Altruism Scale measures the level which someone 

engages in behaviors that help others. It can be administered as a pre-test/post-test to 

determine if behaviors have changed.1 There have been many studies that have 

proven the validity of The Self-Report Altruism Scale (SRA-scale) was used to 

determine what undergraduates’ thought of themselves and what their peers thought 

about them.2

Data Collection from Survey

Prior to data collection, the researcher met with members of PICCM to 

discuss the background of the survey. The members then volunteered to take part in 

the survey. Consent forms were distributed to members of PICCM. As members 

entered the church library, a volunteer sat at the table to identify which PICCM 

community each member belongs to.

The surveys were completed and information from the surveys was 

anonymous. No names were given and members were directed not to put their 

names on the surveys. Purposive sampling was also used to select the participants in 

this research. This method of sampling allowed the researcher to select the same 

numbers of members from thirteen of the fourteen PICCM communities.

1 J.P. Ruston, R.D. Chrisjohn, G.C. Fekken, "The Altruistic Personality and The Self- 
Report Altruism Scale,” Personality and Individual Differences 2 ,1981 , 293-302.

2 Ibid, 293-302.
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To address altruistic behaviors, three dependent variables were included in 

the study. These dependent variables included helping strangers, giving money to 

charities and making donations and volunteering. The obstacles that were identified 

from the opened-question were the dependent variables. The independent variable 

was the level of participation by each member.

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), version 22 software 

was used to analyze data. Overall mean scores were generated. A high mean score 

indicated higher frequency of altruistic behaviors of the three categories identified in 

the survey.

Research Question 1: Is there a significant difference regarding altruistic 

behaviors toward strangers between PICCM members who have higher participation 

in the ministry compared to PICCM members who have lower participation in the 

ministry? An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the data from 

factor analysis groups from The Self-Report Altruism Scale in order to determine the 

statistical difference existing between the two means.

Research Question 2: Is there a significant difference regarding altruistic 

behaviors toward giving to charities and making donations between PICCM 

members who have higher participation in the ministry compared to PICCM 

members who have lower participation in the ministry? An analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) was used to analyze the data from factor analysis groups from The Self- 

Report Altruism Scale in order to determine the statistical difference existing 

between the two means.
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Research Question 3: Is there a significant difference regarding altruistic 

behaviors toward volunteering between PICCM members who have higher 

participation in the ministry compared to PICCM members who have lower 

participation in the ministry? An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to 

analyze the data from factor analysis groups from The Self-Report Altruism Scale in 

order to determine the statistical difference existing between the two means.

Limitations in this study were collection of data solely from one ministry. 

There are other ministries in the church that have also had a decline in participation. 

Finding whether or not altruistic behaviors impacted the attendance and participation 

of the aforementioned ministries may provide more information regarding the 

effectiveness of ministries in churches.

This chapter reviewed the sequential progression of the study and described 

the sources from which data was collected. The primary data source was the PICCM 

member responses from the Self-Report Altruism Scale and responses from the 

opened-ended question regarding obstacles in attempting to participate in PICCM. 

For Research questions 1 through 3, analysis of variance was utilized to examine 

three dependent variables which were helping strangers, giving to charities and 

making donations and volunteering, and the independent variable, participation.

Chapter IV reports the findings from the study and the data analyses used to 

test the hypothesis. Chapter V concludes the study with the discussion of the 

findings and recommendations for ministry growth and development. Participants in 

this study will be members of Fourth Street who have been assigned during the new 

member’s orientation class to one of the fourteen PICCM communities. A research
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proposal will be submitted to the University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) and 

upon approval collection of data will take place. All participants will be 18 years old 

or older.

The following is The Self-Report Altruism Scale to be used to assess the 

altruistic personality of the participants in the various PICCM communities. The 

Self-Report Altruism Scale will be used to collect data from two groups identified as 

the active member group and the inactive member group.

The purpose of the self-report altruism scale will be explained to the 

participants. Members of active and inactive groups will be informed that this self- 

report altruism scale will be used to help assess the altruistic personality of members 

in PICCM. They will also be informed that their completed self-report altruism scale 

will be kept anonymous. A consent form will be given to each member of PICCM 

granting permission for participation in the self-report altruism scale. All forms will 

be completed and signed prior to the completion of the self-report altruism scale and 

will be kept in a locked cabinet in a locked room in the educational building of the 

Fourth Street Missionary Baptist Church until the completion of the study.



CHAPTER 4: MINISTRY OUTCOMES 

The purpose of the ministry project is to determine whether participation in 

the Partners In Christ Caring Ministry (PICCM), a core ministry within the Fourth 

Street Missionary Baptist Church, is due to intrinsic altruistic behavior and whether 

the lack of altruistic behavior impacted the decline in participation by the 

congregation in PICCM.

Chapter 4 begins with a description of instrumentation used in this study. 

Following the description of instrumentation, this chapter will discuss data collection 

procedures, sampling and data analysis. The findings section will address the four 

research questions. Chapter 5 will conclude with impact of research, a description of 

findings and recommendations for ministry growth and development.

Data were collected from Partners In Christ Caring Ministry (PICCM) 

members using The Self-Report Altruism Scale. The Self-Report Altmism Scale 

consisted of twenty items that focused on key examples of altruistic behaviors. An 

open-ended question was added at the end of the survey to collect more information. 

The question stated, “What is the greatest challenge you have in your effort to attend 

PICCM meetings?” Members identified their PICCM community and identified 

which obstacle may cause them to not attend PICCM meetings.

On The Self-Report Altruism Scale, PICCM respondents used a Likert Scale 

from 1-5 and selected the number that corresponded with the answer that most 

accurately described how often a particular altruistic behavior was demonstrated.

40
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For the survey, a number “ 1” indicated “never,” 2 indicated “once,” 3 

indicated “more than once,” 4 indicated “often,” and 5 indicated “very often.” For 

section 2 members were able to identify whether or not an obstacle caused them not 

to attend a PICCM meeting. Obstacles such as “jobs,” “transportation,” “enrollment 

in classes,” “childcare,” and “lack of interest” were listed to help identify which 

obstacles were hindrances in attendance.

Once IRB permission was obtained (Appendix A), The Self-Report 

Altruism Scale was administered to PICCM members. After obtaining IRB 

permission, consent forms were given to PICCM members to complete The Self- 

Report Altruism Scale.

Approximately 200 PICCM members were presented with The Self-Report 

Altruism Scale. There were 168 surveys completed with a return rate of 84 percent. 

The sample procedure resulted in a good representation of PICCM members from 13 

of the 14 communities. There was also a good representation of PICCM members 

who reported obstacles in attending PICCM meetings and PICCM members who 

reported no obstacles in attending meetings.

Analysis/Interpretation of Data

Data were entered in SPSS software. Inferential and descriptive statistics 

were used to analyze the three research questions. An ANOVA was used to analyze 

all three research questions regarding the relationship between altruistic behaviors of 

PICCM members who have high participation in attending PICCM meetings versus 

PICCM members who have low participation in PICCM.
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Research Question 1: Is there a significant difference regarding altruistic 

behaviors toward strangers between PICCM members who have high participation in 

the ministry compared to PICCM members who have low participation in the 

ministry?

A One-Way ANOVA was used to determine if a significant difference 

regarding altruistic behaviors toward strangers exist between PICCM members who 

have higher participation in the ministry compared to PICCM members who have 

lower participation in the ministry. In analyzing PICCM members altruistic 

behaviors toward helping strangers, eleven responses from The Self-Report Altruism 

Scale were selected. These eleven responses included “helped push a stranger’s car 

out of snow,” “giving directions to a stranger,” “made change for a stranger,”

“giving money to a stranger,” “helped carry a stranger’s belongings,” “delayed an 

elevator for a stranger,” “allowed someone to go ahead of me in a lineup,” “giving a 

stranger a lift in my car,” “pointed out a clerk’s error,” “let a stranger borrow an item 

of some value” and “helped a handicapped or elderly stranger cross the street.”

Nine of the eleven attributes regarding helping strangers were higher for 

PICCM members who have high participation in the ministry compared to PICCM 

members who have low participation in the ministry. In analyzing, “helped push a 

stranger’s car out of snow,” “giving directions to a stranger,” “made change for a 

stranger,” “giving money to a stranger,” “delayed an elevator for a stranger,” 

“allowed someone to go ahead of me in a lineup,” “giving a stranger a lift in my 

car,” “let a stranger borrow an item of some value” and “helped a handicapped or 

elderly stranger cross the street” the significance levels ranged from .223 to .878.
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Because the levels were greater than .05, there were no significant differences found 

between PICCM members who have higher participation in the ministry and PICCM 

members who have lower participation in the ministry. The analysis of “pointed out 

a clerk’s error” and “helped carry a stranger’s belongings” produced significance 

levels of .020 and .031, respectively. Because the significance levels were less than 

.05, there was a statistical significance between PICCM members who have higher 

participation in the ministry and PICCM members who have lower participation in 

the ministry (See Table 1).

The F-ratio for “helped push a stranger’s car out of snow” was .878. The F- 

ratio for “given directions to a stranger” was .427. The F-ratio for “made change for 

a stranger” was .024. The F-ratio for “giving money to a stranger” was 1.494. The 

F-ratio for “helped carry a stranger’s belongings” was 4.705. The F-ratio for 

“delayed an elevator for a stranger” was .024. The F-ratio for “allowed someone to 

go ahead of me in a lineup” was .122. The F-ratio for “giving a stranger a lift in my 

car” was .029. The F-ratio for “pointed out a clerk’s error” was 5.554. The F-ratio 

for “let a stranger borrow an item of some value” was .270. Finally, the F-ratio for 

“helped a handicapped or elderly stranger cross the street” was . 107. “Pointing out a 

clerk’s error” indicated the strongest difference between PICCM members who have 

higher participation in the ministry and PICCM members who have lower 

participation in the ministry.
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Table 1

One-Way ANOVA Results o f Relationship Between Intrinsic Altruistic Behavior 

toward strangers fo r  participation and non-participation in PICCM attendance

Helping Strangers N Mean dif. df F Sig.

1. Snow 168 0.1492 1,166 .878 .350

2. Directions 168 0.118 1,166 .427 .514

3. Change 168 0.0308 1,166 .024 .878

4. Stranger 168 0.1986 1,166 1.494 .223

5. Belongings 168 0.34 1,166 4.705 .031

6. Elevator 168 0.0278 1,166 .024 .878

7. Ahead 168 0.0634 1,166 .122 .727

8. Car 168 0.0325 1,166 .029 .865

9. Clerk 168 0.3641 1,166 5.554 .020

10. Borrow 168 0.0990 1,166 .270 .604

11. Street 168 0.2729 1,166 .107 .744

The difference in the means was reported for each group. The mean 

difference for “helped push a stranger’s car out of snow” was 0.1492. The mean 

difference for “giving directions to a stranger” was 0.118. The mean difference for 

“made change for a stranger” was 0.038. The mean difference for “giving money to a
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stranger” was 0.1986. The mean difference for “helped carry a stranger’s 

belongings” was 0.1936. The mean difference was 0.0278 for “delayed an elevator 

for a stranger.” The mean difference was 0.0634 for “allowed someone to go ahead 

of me in a lineup.” The mean difference was 0.0325 for “giving a stranger a lift in 

my car.” The mean difference was 0.3641 for “pointed out a clerk’s error.” The 

mean difference was 0.099 for “let a stranger borrow an item of some value.” The 

mean difference was 0.2729 for “helped a handicapped or elderly stranger cross the 

street.”

Research Question 2: Is there a significant difference regarding altruistic behaviors 

in giving to charities and making donations between PICCM members who have 

high participation in the ministry compared to PICCM members who have low 

participation in the ministry?

A One-Way ANOVA was used to determine if a significant difference exists 

between PICCM members’ altruistic behaviors toward giving to charities and 

making donations who have no obstacles in attending meetings differ compared to 

PICCM members who have obstacles in attending PICCM meetings. In analyzing 

PICCM members altruistic behaviors toward giving to charities and making 

donations four responses from The Self-Report Altmism Scale were selected. These 

four responses included “giving money to charity,” “donated goods or clothes to a 

charity,” “donated blood,” and “bought ‘charity’ Christmas cards for a good cause.” 

Four out of the four attributes regarding giving to charities and making 

donations were not higher for the PICCM members who had no obstacles attending 

PICCM meetings. In analyzing, “giving money to charity”, “donated goods or
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clothes to a charity”, “donated blood”, and “bought ‘charity’ Christmas cards for a 

good cause,” the significance levels ranged from .291 to .803. Because the levels 

were greater than .05, there were no significant differences found between PICCM 

members who have no obstacles attending meetings and PICCM members who have 

obstacles attending meetings regarding giving to charities or making donations (See 

Table 2).

The F-ratio for “giving money to charity” was .227. The F-ratio for “donated 

goods or clothes to a charity” was 1.121. The F-ratio for “donated blood” was .062. 

Finally, the F-ratio for “bought ‘charity’ Christmas cards for a good cause” was .102. 

“Donated goods or clothes to a charity,” with an F-ratio of 1.121 indicated the 

strongest difference between PICCM members who indicated no obstacles attending 

meetings and PICCM members who indicated obstacles attending meetings.

Table 2

One-Way AN OVA Results o f Relationship Between Intrinsic Altruistic Behavior 

towards giving to charities/donations fo r  participation and non-participation in 

PICCM attendance

Charities/Donations

Sig.

N Mean dif. df F

1 Charity 168 0.0817 1,166 .227 .635

2 Donate 168 0.1719 1,166 1.121 .291

3 Blood 168 0.0566 1,166 .062 .803

4 Cause 168 0.0702 1,166 .102 .750
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The mean difference was 0.0817 for “giving money to charity.” The mean 

difference was 0.1719 for “donated goods or clothes to a charity.” The mean 

difference was 0.0566 for “donated blood.” The mean difference was 0.0702 for 

“bought ‘charity’ Christmas cards for a good cause.”

Research Question 3: Is there a significant difference regarding altruistic 

behaviors toward volunteering between PICCM members who have higher 

participation in the ministry compared to PICCM members who have lower 

participation in the ministry?

A One-Way ANOVA was used to determine if a significant difference exists 

between PICCM members’ altruistic behaviors toward volunteering who have no 

obstacles in attending meetings differ compared to PICCM members who have 

obstacles in attending PICCM meetings. In analyzing PICCM members altruistic 

behaviors toward volunteering five responses from The Self-Report Altruism Scale 

were selected. These five responses included “volunteer work for a charity,” “helped 

a classmate,” “looked after a neighbor’s pets or children,” “offered seat to a stranger 

standing,” and “helped acquaintance to move households.”

Five out of five attributes regarding volunteering were not higher for the 

PICCM members who had no obstacles attending PICCM meetings. In analyzing, 

“volunteer work for a charity,” “helped a classmate,” “looked after a neighbor’s pets 

or children,” “offered seat to a stranger standing,” and “helped acquaintance to move 

households,” the significance levels range from .143 to .996. Because the levels 

were greater than .05, there were no significant differences found between PICCM
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members who have no obstacles attending meetings and PICCM members who have 

obstacles attending meetings regarding volunteering (See Table 3).

The F-ratio for “volunteer work for a charity” was .610. The F-ratio for 

“looked after a neighbor’s pets or children” was 0.38. The F-ratio for “offered seat 

to a stranger standing” was 0.31. The F-ratio for “helped acquaintance to move 

households” was 0.001. Finally, the F-ratio for “helped a classmate” was 2.170, 

indicating the strongest difference between PICCM members who indicated no 

obstacles attending meetings and PICCM members who indicated obstacles 

attending meetings.

Table 3

One-Way ANOVA Results o f Relationship Between Intrinsic Altruistic Behavior 

towards volunteering fo r  participation and non-participation in PICCM attendance

Volunteering N Mean dif. df F

Sig.

1 Volunteer 168 0.16 1,166 .610 .436

2 Help Classmate 168 0.2729 1,166 2.170 .143

3 Pets/Children 168 0.0427 1,166 0.38 .846

4 Standing 168 0.0363 1,166 0.31 .860

5 Move 168 0.001 1,166 .000 .996
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The mean difference was 0.16 for “volunteer work for charity.” The mean 

difference was 0.2729 for “help a classmate.” The mean difference was 0.0427 for 

“looked after a neighbor pets or children.” The mean difference was 0.0363 for 

“offered a seat to a stranger standing.” The mean difference was 0.001 for “helped 

acquaintance to move households.”

Research Hypothesis 1 : PICCM members who have no obstacles in 

attending meetings will exhibit more positive intrinsic altruistic behaviors toward 

strangers compared to PICCM members who have obstacles attending PICCM 

meetings.

Null Hypothesis 1: There is no difference in PICCM members’ altruistic 

behaviors towards strangers who have no obstacles in attending PICCM meetings 

and PICCM members who have obstacles attending PICCM meetings. The outcome 

of the data analysis failed to reject the null hypothesis with the exception of “pointed 

out a clerk’s error” and “helped carry a stranger’s belongings.”

Research Hypothesis 2: PICCM members who have no obstacles in 

attending meetings will exhibit more positive intrinsic altruistic behavior toward 

giving to charities and making donations compared to PICCM members who have 

obstacles attending PICCM meetings.

Null Hypothesis 2: There is no difference in PICCM members’ altruistic 

behaviors towards giving to charities and making donations who have no obstacles in 

attending PICCM meetings and PICCM members who have obstacles attending 

PICCM meetings. The outcome of the research failed to reject the null hypothesis.
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Research Hypothesis 3\ PICCM members who have no obstacles in 

attending meetings will exhibit more positive intrinsic altruistic behavior toward 

giving to charities and making donations compared to PICCM members who have 

obstacles attending PICCM meetings.

Null Hypothesis 3: There is no difference in PICCM members’ altruistic 

behaviors towards volunteering who have no obstacles in attending PICCM meetings 

and PICCM members who have obstacles attending PICCM meetings. The outcome 

of the research failed to reject the null hypothesis.

Qualitative Analysis: An open-ended question was given to each PICCM 

member to collect information on the obstacles that may contribute to low 

participation in PICCM. Five obstacles were listed for the PICCM members to 

choose from that were hindrances in attending PICCM meetings and activities. The 

five obstacles were transportation, work schedule, children enrollment in higher 

education and lack of interest (See Table 4).

Table 4

Reported Obstacles that Impacted PICCM Participation 

Obstacle Number of Participants

1 Transportation 13

2 Work Schedule 76

3 Children 6

4 Enrollment in Higher Education 11

5 Lack of Interest 24



A large percentage of PICCM members indicated that employment and work 

schedules caused them to miss meetings and events in the PICCM ministry. A lack 

of interest was second highest obstacle revealed by members as an obstacle in 

PICCM participation. Members indicated that a lack of knowledge of the purpose of 

the ministry and lack of communication contributed to the decline in their interest of 

the ministry. Transportation was the third highest indicator among obstacles that 

hindered PICCM members from participating in the ministry. Twenty-one PICCM 

members indicated that enrollment in one of the local colleges or universities as an 

obstacle in participation in PICCM. Finally, fifteen PICCM members stated that 

taking care of their children was an obstacle in maximizing their participation in 

PICCM.

In analyzing PICCM participation, inferential and descriptive statistics were 

used, as well as qualitative analysis. Data were gathered from The Self-Report 

Altruism Survey and one open-ended question. Altruistic behaviors were measured 

by participation of PICCM from each of the thirteen PICCM communities.

Research questions 1 through 3 were not supported by findings from the 

study. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine statistical 

significance for three of the four research questions. The research failed to reject 

Null Hypothesis 1 with the exception of two altruistic behaviors regarding helping 

carry a stranger’s belongs. The research failed to reject Null Hypothesis 2 and 3, 

indicating that there was no significant difference in altruistic behaviors between 

PICCM members with high participation and PICCM members with low
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participation. Qualitative data were categorized into five main obstacles identified 

by PICCM members that have difficulty in participating in PICCM activities.

The data analysis presented in this chapter provided evidence to answer the 

three research questions about selected attributes of altruistic behaviors. The design 

of this study included The Self-Report Altruism Scale, an analysis of variance was 

utilized to determine statistical significance between the dependent variables, 

altruistic behaviors of PICCM members and the independent variable, participation.



CHAPTER 5: THE FUTURE OF PICCM 

Impact of Research 

As a result of altruism research over the past four decades, we know more 

than we did about human motivation, and even about human nature. We know that 

we almost certainly need to move beyond the simplicity of universal egoism to 

pluralism of prosocial motives that also includes altruism—and possibly collectivism 

and principalism. We also know more than we did about the antecedents and 

consequences of empathy-induced altruism, as well as about its practical 

implications and limitations. We do not know all we want or need to know, but 

these are substantial gains.1

This study suggests one such method designed to collect and analyze data 

on PICCM members’ participation in the church and altruistic behaviors that may or 

may not influence members’ participation. Data were collected through PICCM 

members’ completed surveys. The survey helped to address three research questions 

relating to PICCM members participation regarding altruistic behavior in the areas of 

helping strangers, giving to charities or making donations and volunteering. In 

addition one research question addressed potential obstacles that impeded PICCM 

member participation.

Description of Findings 

The tool used for data collection of PICCM members’ participation as it 

related to altruistic behaviors was The Self-Report Altruism Scale. The Self-Report

1 C. Daniel Batson, Altruism in Humans (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 234.

53
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Report Altruism Scale consisted of twenty items that focused on key examples of 

altruistic behaviors. An additional open-ended question was added after the 

survey ended to collect more information. For example, members identified their 

PICCM community and identified which obstacle may cause them to not attend 

PICCM meetings. The survey took approximately twenty minutes to complete. 

Data regarding altruistic behaviors were collected through the use of the survey 

which was administered by the researcher. An open-ended question was added 

after the survey was completed. This question was used to collect responses for 

qualitative data analysis. The data generated information for analysis related to 

altruistic behavior and church ministry participation.

Two hundred PICCM members were selected for participation in this 

study. Of the two hundred surveys that were distributed, 168 were completed.

Descriptive and inferential statistics were used to analyze all four 

research questions. A One-Way ANOVA was used to analyze the survey for 

Research Questions 1 through 4.

Conclusions

In analyzing the altruistic behavior helping strangers, there were no 

significant differences found in nine of the eleven areas given in the survey. In 

analyzing the nine areas regarding the altruistic behavior of helping a stranger, 

there was no difference in the significance level between PICCM members who 

do not have obstacles attending meetings and PICCM members who have 

obstacles attending meetings. In analyzing two of the nine regarding altruistic 

behavior, the significance level was reported higher for PICCM who do not have
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obstacles attending meetings. Because the percentage of significance was 

approximately 18% due to the two areas that indicated a level of significance 

there was a failure to reject the null hypothesis for Research Question 1.

The analysis regarding altruistic behaviors in giving to charities and 

making donations revealed no significant difference between PICCM who do not 

have obstacles in attending meetings and PICCM members who have obstacles in 

the four areas of the survey. All four areas, which included “giving money to 

charity,” “donated goods or clothes to a charity,” “donated blood,” and “bought 

‘charity’ Christmas cards for a good cause.” The significance levels for these 

four areas ranged from .291 to .803. The F-ratio for “donated goods or clothes to 

a charity” was 1.211, indicating the strongest difference between PICCM 

members who have no obstacles attending meetings versus PICCM members 

who have obstacles attending meetings. The outcome of the research for 

Research Question 2 failed to reject the null hypothesis.

For the third altruistic behavior category of volunteering, five indicators 

were selected from The Self-Report Altruism Scale to determine levels of 

significance. These indicators included “volunteer work for a charity,” “helped a 

classmate,” “looked after a neighbor’s pets or children,” “offered seat to a 

stranger standing” and “helped acquaintance to move households.” The 

significance levels for volunteering ranged from .143 to .996. The F-ratio for 

“helped a classmate” was 2.170, indicating the strongest difference between 

PICCM members who have higher participation than PICCM members who have
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low participation. The outcome of the research for Research Question 3 failed to 

reject the null hypothesis.

Recommendations for Ministry Growth and Development 

The purpose of this study was to gain a deeper understanding of whether 

participation in the Partners In Christ Caring Ministry (PICCM), a core ministry 

within the Fourth Street Missionary Baptist Church, is due to intrinsic altruistic 

behavior and whether the lack of altruistic behavior impacted the decline in 

participation by the congregation in PICCM. The data revealed there was no 

significant difference between PICCM members with high participation and 

PICCM members with low participation regarding altruistic behavior. This was 

an unexpected outcome because the researcher believed that intrinsic altruistic 

behavior influenced the participation of PICCM members. However, the 

qualitative analysis indicated obstacles that influenced the decline in 

participation. These obstacles included transportation, work schedule, taking 

care of children, enrollment in higher education and lack of interest. These 

findings will allow the researcher to focus on more practical recommendations 

for the growth and development of PICCM.

The growth and development of PICCM will be contingent upon the 

pastor’s recommendations based on the findings of the research and effectively 

communicating these recommendations to the leaders of the PICCM ministry.

The recommendations include the following: (1) In the monthly PICCM 

meetings, share the findings of the research conducted by the researcher; (2) 

Transportation to be provided on the night of PICCM; (3) Consideration of
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adjusting the schedule of PICCM meetings from the fourth Monday night of the 

each month to the fourth Wednesday night of each month; (4) Consideration of 

making childcare available during PICCM on the fourth Wednesday night of 

each month; (5) Consideration of allowing leaders to schedule other times other 

than the fourth Wednesday night to have PICCM meetings to accommodate the 

schedule of those in higher education; (6) Consider providing quarterly 

workshops and revised PICCM handbook to communicate the mission, vision 

and organization of PICCM.

While these recommendations prayerfully will address the obstacles 

identified in the research, true altruism must continue to be the motive for why 

the members do what they do through PICCM. Altruism is a more widespread 

and powerful influence in human affairs than recognized by society. Lack of 

knowledge in recognizing the full potential of altruism and its importance has 

impeded attempts to understand what motivates our action and what brings us 

satisfaction. It has also handicapped efforts to build better interpersonal relations 

and a more caring, humane society.

Recognizing the scope and power of altruism is not all that is needed to 

overcome these handicaps, but it is still, in my humble belief, a crucial first step. 

A critical first step in continuing to raise the awareness of church members is to 

examine the human capacity to care. Do we as individuals, at any level, have the 

ability to value another’s welfare as an end in itself, or only our own? In order 

for the Fourth Street Missionary Baptist Church and other churches to become a 

caring, sharing, fruit bearing fellowship living in the victory of Jesus the Christ,
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we must determine our capacity and the capacity of others to care and love one 

another. The leadership and membership must continue examining motives for 

why we do what we do. To grow and develop congregations under the guidance 

and power of the Holy Spirit to care for one another paradigms and practices 

have to be transformed to serve this present age as this secular culture continues 

to evolve.

In this secular culture Anthony B. Robinson, author of Transforming 

Congregational Culture, points out the church was often a sort of social elite. It 

included leaders, the “movers and shakers” in the community. There was a 

“Protestant establishment.” This elite, sometimes defined by family and social 

connections and sometimes by education and income, was not without an ethic of 

social responsibility. Often there was a strong and admirable sense of obligation: 

Obligation to society as a whole and obligation to the less fortunate. For such an 

elite, with such a sense of responsibility, giving was expected and encouraged. 

People, often those with leadership positions and gifts, gave of themselves both 

in terms of money and time. Service was an important aspect of the purpose of 

the church in the civic-faith era.2

While this was a great virtue in many ways, and one that the church 

today needs to continue to encourage, albeit with a greater emphasis on 

discipleship, there was a downside to the single-minded emphasis on and self- 

understanding of “givers.” In fact, there were several downsides. While it may 

be “more blessed to give than to receive,” the truth is also that it is often easier to

2 Anthony B. Robinson, Transforming Congregational Culture (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2003), 66.
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give than to receive. Why? Giving puts a person in a position of power, which 

says, in effect, “I am not a person in need. You are. I have gifts, talents, skills, 

resources to give.” To act from that position is not only to be wealthy in a 

certain sense, but also to be powerful.

In the civic-faith era, church was a place where we went to give and 

where we expected to give to others. Less often were we taught to receive, to see 

our own needs, which may not be material but are every bit as real. Not only can 

a one-sided emphasis on giving and behaving as giver be a power trap, but it can 

blind us to our own needs for grace, for healing, for conversion, for God. Often 

those in civic-faith churches were encouraged to be noble by giving; but in doing 

so, we all implicitly discouraged the less noble part of ourselves that we all have 

the part not seemingly permitted in God’s presence which was in many ways our 

true and real selves: The self that is anxious and the self that is hurting; the self 

that is capable of giving but that also needs to receive the gifts and grace of God. 

We need to see this self in a real and authentic way in order to share that grace 

with others without turning them into objects of our largess and generosity. 

Always or primarily to understand and present ourselves as givers, in other 

words, distorts our relationship with God and with our neighbors.

There are countless Bible stories that help us explore this reality that the 

gifted and strong are also the needy and weak in their own particular ways.

There is in II Kings the wonderful story of Naaman, the Syrian general. Naaman 

was a great man in valor and achievement. But Naaman had a problem: he was a 

leper. Naaman was in need. In Naaman’s story, it turns out that his need, his
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illness, is the source and entry to his deepest healing. His strength and military 

prowess are not what save him, but his need for healing, his need for the God of 

Israel. The Hebrew prophet Elisha brings Naaman down from his high status and 

power, telling him to kneel and wash himself in the “stinking ditch” of the Jordan 

River. As St. Paul would later discover in 2 Corinthian 12:10, Naaman found out 

that God’s grace is made perfect in weakness.

Also, in John’s account in chapter 13 of the Last Supper, we see Peter 

getting a lesson in receiving. When the hour finally arrives, Jesus does an 

unexpected thing: he strips off his clothes, wraps a towel around his waist, pours 

water, and prepares to wash the feet of his disciples, the work of a servant. When 

Jesus gets to Peter, Peter says, “No way. No, you shall not wash my feet, Lord.” 

Peter would be fine with washing Jesus’ feet, with giving, but receiving this from 

his Lord is just too much to bear.

Jesus answers Peter abruptly. Is this John’s own version of what comes 

to us in the other Gospels as the famous and harsh rebuke, “Get behind me, 

Satan”? As reported there, Peter could not imagine Jesus suffering; and so here, it 

seems, Peter cannot countenance Jesus being humbled and even humiliated by 

washing the feet of the disciples. And Peter cannot imagine himself on the 

receiving end of such giving. But Jesus answers, “Unless I wash you, you have 

no part in me” (John 13:8 NIY).3 Peter relents and allows Jesus to wash his feet 

and thus learns what it is to relent and allow Jesus to wash his feet and thus 

learns what it is to receive. John’s message probably cannot be reduced to any 

one point. But part of the message must be to remind Peter and the whole church

3 Ibid, 68.
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that those who would be givers must also be receivers, that those who would be 

instruments of God’s grace for others must also receive God’s grace for 

themselves. Apart from this, our ministry to others will be presumptuous and 

will rely more on self than on God and God’s gifts to us.

In the civic-faith world the church was forever reminding people of their 

responsibilities, their obligation to others in service and action. Make no 

mistake, this has a place, and the church may never abandon it. However, its 

place is not first place, but the second. As John puts it, “We love because God 

loved us first.”4 Our giving is in response to having received.

Anthony B. Robinson states that one woman said to him recently, “I do 

not need to be reminded every Sunday, in each sermon, of my responsibilities.

As a mother, a teacher, a wife, a church member, a citizen, my responsibilities 

are ever with me. What I do need to hear each week, what I need every sermon 

to remind me of, is God’s grace.”5 This is the first word; our response is the 

second word. In this postmodern time in which we live, it is crucial that the 

church get this right. Otherwise, people in congregations will find their lives 

distorted before God and their neighbors, and they will be without the deep 

experiences that fund ministry and service. Too often in the civic-faith era 

people were asked to bear fruit without getting their roots fed. This may have 

worked, in a certain sense, for elites whose roots were both fed and protected.

But today the church is not a gathering of society’s elite. It is, as it should be, a 

much more mixed gathering of haves and have-nots, of the rich and the poor and

4 Ibid, 68.
5 Ibid, 69.
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the in-betweens, especially the church in an urban setting, which is made up of a 

wide array of people and experiences. Alongside the investment banker 

worships the man from the homeless shelter. Standing next to the educator is the 

woman who experiences chronic mental illness. Indeed, the teacher herself may 

have experienced a debilitating clinical depression at one time in her own life. 

And the investment banker may be coming to worship from his Narcotics 

Anonymous meeting.

We cannot assume that everyone who comes in the door is ready to be 

sent off on a service project. Moreover, those who do have resources and gifts 

also have needs for grace, for healing, for transformation, for God in their lives. 

As one minister put it, “We used to say that ‘The gospel was to comfort the 

afflicted and afflict the comfortable.’ But in many of our churches today it is not 

so easy to tell who are the afflicted and who are the comfortable. We are all, in 

some important ways, both the afflicted and the comfortable.”
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APPENDIX B

May 9, 2013

Dear Participant:

My name is Rev. Johnny H. Flakes, III and I am in the process of completing my 
Project Thesis at Mercer University. A large portion of my study involves 
determining whether participation in the Partners In Christ Caring Ministry 
(PICCM) is due to intrinsic altruistic behavior or extrinsic behavior and whether 
these behaviors impacted the increase or decline in participation by the 
congregation in PICCM. I have selected you to participate in an anonymous 
survey entitled, “The Self-Report Altruism Scale”. You do not have to identify 
yourself on the survey.

The title of my study is, “A Critical Assessment of a Lack of Participation in 
Partners in Christ Caring Ministry: A Study at the Fourth Street Missionary 
Baptist Church”. My Co-Principal Investigator/Faculty Advisor is Dr. Thomas 
Slater from the McAfee School of Theology at Mercer University in Atlanta,
GA. In order for you to participate in this study, I will need you to sign the 
consent provided. Thank you for taking time to participate in this survey 
process. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at the phone 
number below.

Sincerely,

Pastor Johnny H. Flakes, III 
Mercer University 
McAfee School of Theology 
Doctoral Student 
(706) 324-2055
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APPENDIX C

f f l  McAfee
 SCHOOL OF TH EO LO G Y

M K R C I  * U N I V E R S I T Y

INFORMED CONSENT

A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF PARTNERS IN CHRIST CARING MINISTRY: A 
STUDY AT THE FOURTH STREET MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Before you give 
your consent to volunteer, it is im portant that you read the following  
inform ation and ask  as many questions as necessary to be sure you  
understand w hat you w ill be asked to do.

Investigators 
Johnny H. Flakes, III 
Investigator/Faculty Advisor 
McAfee School of Theology 
B.S., M.A., M.Div.
P.O. Box 1591 
Columbus, GA 31901 
(706) 324-2055

Purpose of the Research 
This research study is designed to determ ine w hether participation in the 
Partners In Christ Caring Ministry (PICCM), a core m inistry w ithin the 
Fourth S treet Missionary Baptist Church, is due to intrinsic altruistic 
behavior and w hether these behaviors affected the increase or decline in 
participation by the congregation in PICCM. The study is designed to assess 
the decline of participation in PICCM.
The data from this research will be used to determ ine the cause(s) for the 
decline in PICCM participation.
The results from this study will help provide the researcher w ith increasing 
aw areness of how altruistic behavior has an impact on group participation.

Procedures
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a 
Self-Report Altruism Scale. This scale will be used to help assess the 
altruistic personality of m em bers in PICCM. Your completed self-report 
altruism  scale will be kept anonymous. In order to participate, you will 
need to sign this informed consent form granting the researcher perm ission 
for participation in the self-report altruism  scale. All forms will be 
completed and signed prior to the completion of the self-report altruism 
scale and will be kept in a locked cabinet in a locked room  in the educational 
building of the Fourth Street until the completion of the study. The 
researcher will then analyze the results of the study.

Dr. Thomas B. Slater, Co-

McAfee School of Theology 
3001 M ercer University Drive 
Atlanta, GA 30341 
(678) 547-6430
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Your participation will take approximately fifteen minutes.

Potential Risks o r Discomforts
The researcher does not foresee any risks associated w ith this study. 

Potential Benefits of the Research
The benefit of this study is that the congregation will have a deeper 
understanding of PICCM and w hat it means to the congregation. The 
researcher may be able to make recom m endations based on the results of 
the study that may have a positive impact on the m inistry and the church as 
a whole. This study will also be beneficial to the community. It may allow 
the community to understand the effects of altruism  in the church 
environment.

Confidentiality and Data Storage
The results of the survey will be confidential. Once the participant has 
completed the survey, the researcher will secure them  in a locked vault. The 
surveys will only be adm inistered by the researcher.
Confidentiality/privacy will be preserved and m aintained throughout the 
study. The data will only be used for the purpose of this study. Only the 
researcher and the co-investigator will have access to the data. Once the 
study has been completed, the surveys will be shredded.

Participation and W ithdrawal
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. As a participant, you 
may refuse to participate at anytime. To w ithdraw  from the study, please 
contact the researcher at (770) 855-0926.

Questions about the Research
If you have any questions about the research, please speak with Dr. Thomas 
Slater at (678) 547-6430.

This project has been  review ed and approved by Mercer University's 
IRB. If you believe there is any infringem ent upon your rights as a 
research subject, you may contact the IRB Chair, at (478) 301-4101.

You have been given the opportunity to ask questions and these have been 
answ ered to your satisfaction. Your signature below indicates your 
voluntary agreem ent to participate in this research study.

Participant Name (Please Print) Date

Signature of Person Obtaining Consent Date 

Rev.08/19/2010
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Appendix D 

The Self-Report Altruism Scale 

[Rushton, J. P., Chrisjohn, R. D., & Fekken, G. C. (1981). The altruistic 

personality and the self-report altruism scale. Personality and Individual

Differences, 2, 293-302.]

Instructions: Check the category on the right that conforms to the frequency with which 

you have carried out the following acts.

Never Once More
than
once

Often Very
often

1. I have helped push a 
stranger’s car out of the 
snow.

2. I have given directions to 
a stranger.

3. I have made change for a 
stranger.

4. I have given money to a 
charity.

5. I have given money to a 
stranger who needed it 
(or asked me for it).

6. 1 have donated goods or 
clothes to a charity.

7. I have done volunteer 
work for a charity.

8. I have donated blood.

9. I have helped carry a 
stranger's belongings 
(books, parcels, etc.).

10. I have delayed an 
elevator and held the 
door open for a stranger.
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11. I have allowed someone 
to go ahead of me in a 
lineup (at photocopy 
machine, in the 
supermarket).

12. I have given a stranger a 
lift in my car.

13. 1 have pointed out a 
clerk’s error (in a bank, 
at the supermarket) in 
undercharging me for an 
item.

14. I have let a neighbor 
whom I didn't know too 
well borrow an item of 
some value to me (e.g., a 
dish, tools, etc.)

15. I have bought 'charity" 
Christmas cards 
deliberately because I 
knew it was a good 
cause.

16. 1 have helped a classmate 
whom I did not know  
that well with a 
homework assignment 
when my knowledge 
was greater than his or 
hers.

17. I have, before being 
asked, voluntarily 
looked after a neighbor's 
pets or children without 
being paid for it

18. I have offered to help a 
handicapped or elderly 
stranger across a street.

19. I have offered my seat on 
a bus or train to a 
stranger who was 
standing.

20. I have helped an
acquaintance to move 
households.


